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One of the threads that runs through Falling, the feature
fiction debut from Ukrainian director Marina Stepanska, is
the question of talent, potential, and regret. The not-quitecouple at the centre of the film, Anton (Andriy Seletskiy) and
Katya (Dasha Plahtiy) have a number of conversations about
what it means to be talented, to try to realise one’s vision,
and to fail. Anton is a musical prodigy laid low by addiction;
Katya is creatively frustrated and teetering on the edge of
an ill-advised move to Berlin with her German photographer
boyfriend. At one point in their back and forth, she describes
herself in terms that could serve as the film’s tagline: “Maybe
that’s my talent – never to finish anything.”
Falling is a demure, tentative film, in keeping with the people
and the country it depicts: Ukraine in the years immediately
following the Maidan. Corruption and war are now part
of reality, but for many of the country’s urban youth, they
remain vague and peripheral phenomena, only occasionally
impinging onto a daily life that is supposedly now liberated
but which feels listless and angst-ridden. “This film is about
my friends and me,” Stepanska said in a recent interview.
“The strongest feeling I had in those days was one of
confusion. There was a huge disconnect between what I
was supposed to feel and what I really felt. I just used to sit
in the kitchen, which is a sacred place in any home, reading a
lot of news and opinions about the fate of the country, and I
felt that I was thinking about the fate of just one person. This
person absorbed my pain and my moments of joy. We were
lucky that Kiev became a hotspot at that time, which revealed
things about ourselves.”
The film’s portrait of faltering young love thus also serves as
a portrait of the nation – and it is to Stepanska’s credit that
the potential bluntness of the symbolism is so deftly and
touchingly handled. There are sharp references to Ukrainian
art and poetry, to the indignities of the Soviet past, and to
foreign perceptions of the country, ensuring that the sociopolitical side of things is never far from the viewer’s mind.
But at heart Falling is a deeply earnest romance between
two expertly drawn characters. Anton and Katya’s mutual

attraction is immediate, but it plays out haltingly, more
weighty silences than direct confrontation. In Stepanska’s
own words, “this couple [represents] two parts of myself:
desire and denial at the same time.”
Seletskiy and Plahtiy both rise to the challenge superbly. In
casting and directing the pair, Stepanska drew on her work
with non-professional actors in both experimental theatre
and as an assistant on Ilya Khrzhanovsky’s DAU project;
the resulting performances have an immediacy that speaks
to the director’s desire to put the lives of real people she
knows onscreen. “A non-professional actor is very limited;
you cannot force him or her to play somebody except him
or herself,” she explains. “So this method is always about
constructing life around somebody, not just a picture, and it
therefore requires a lot of resources. I used this approach in
Falling, but it was really a method of constructing a real life
from real details with the actors in the shot. These performers
have life stories that are partly similar to the characters, but
being actors, they can change nuances, and they can work
with themselves as tools. I believe much less in the so-called
director’s manipulation of reality, especially when it involves
non-professional actors and exploiting them.”
Aided by the crisp cinematography of fellow first-timer
Sebastian Thaler (son of Austrian auteur Ulrich Seidl’s regular
cameraman Wolfgang), Stepanska, Plahtiy, and Seletskiy
guide us through a narrative that insists upon its own tragic
outcome ahead of time. These are characters for whom
disappointment seems to be set in stone when so much else
is up in the air – as Anton’s bitter monologue about the grim
fate that awaits Katya as the partner of an addict makes
clear. As Jessica Kiang, writing in Variety, puts it: “[this] scene
is the pivot point of the film, as it transforms from dreamy,
possibly redemptive love story into something much stranger
and sadder that sees the blush of love as only a brief hiatus
between uncontrollable tragedies — whether the catastrophe
of war, self-destruction or the slow-acting disappointment
of squandered potential.” The irony is that Stepanska’s own
filmmaking future seems bright indeed.
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